We propose a real-time integral imaging system for light field microscopy systems. To implement a 3D live in-vivo experimental environment for multiple experimentalists, we generate elemental images for an integral imaging system from the captured light field with a light field microscope in real-time. We apply the f-number matching method to generate an elemental image to reconstruct an undistorted 3D image. Our implemented system produces real and orthoscopic 3D images of micro objects in 16 frames per second. We verify the proposed system via experiments using Caenorhabditis elegans.
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Introduction
Visualizing a real object in three-dimensional (3D) space has been one of the main issues in 3D industries [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . It is possible to extract 3D information from objects using a multicamera [3] , a time of flight camera [15] , a structured light method [16] , or a lens array [17] . Among them, only a few methods are actually functional in real-time with 3D display systems such as stereoscopy, multi-view or integral imaging, which is a key technology for 3D broadcasting [3, 6, 11, 15] . Since stereoscopy and multi-view systems provide several view images, their base image can be easily generated by means of a multi-camera method [3, 18] . However, the multi-camera capturing method requires a large space, a delicate alignment between cameras, and a relatively high computational load for post processing.
For an integral imaging system, a set of elemental images can be obtained with a camera and a lens array as introduced by Lippmann in 1908 [19] . The lens array capturing method is less bulky and is not constrained by alignment problems [1, 13, 14] . However, if the captured image is used as the set of elemental images without post-processing, the reconstructed 3D image is pseudoscopic [1, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In the past decades, several methods have been proposed for solving the pseudoscopic problem, but most cannot satisfy real-time conditions [8] , cannot provide a real 3D image [1] or they have a need of special optical devices [6, 7] . Recently, a simple pixel mapping algorithm was proposed, which can be used to produce real and orthoscopic 3D images in real-time [9] [10] [11] .
Until now, however, these 3D visualization studies have been limited to real-scale objects. Extracting 3D information from a micro object is different from the capturing methods explained above for 3D display systems. Various optical microscopes with high resolving power objectives are used to acquire 3D information from a micro object [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . First of all, ordinary optical microscopes provide two-dimensional (2D) orthogonal images with a limited depth of field, and the entire structure of a micro object can only be estimated by moving the stage up and down [20] . Several approaches for acquiring 3D information have been developed over the past decades and include confocal microscopy or near-field scanning optical microscopy [20, 21] . However, most of these procedures are time-consuming and are not appropriate for observing in-vivo micro objects in real-time.
Light field microscopy (LFM) is a type of single-shot microscopy that reconstructs 3D structure of micro objects using a micro lens array [22] [23] [24] . LFM can provide perspective views and focal stacks in real-time by adding a simple micro lens array to a conventional optical microscope [22] . Furthermore, LFM extends the depth of field greatly, thus permitting researchers to extract information on the 3D volume of a micro object in one-shot. However, the resolution of directional view images obtained by LFM is decreased by number of lenses in the micro lens array [22] . A number of studies are proposed to improve the image quality of LFM by lens shifting technology [25] , light field illumination [23], 3D deconvolution [24] or fluorescence scanning methods [26] . However until now, studies on LFM have mainly dealt with 3D reconstruction in virtual space rather than in real space.
Since LFM has major advantages in one-shot imaging and real-time calculation, it would be more natural to organize a real-time visualization system or 3D interactive system with LFM. However, to the best of our knowledge, a real-time 3D display system for LFM has not been developed or even discussed. There is a structural symmetry between the LFM system and integral imaging: they both use a lens array to acquire and visualize 3D information [12, 22, 27] . Some studies already applied integral imaging principles to LFM [25, 28] , and by using this symmetry between LFM and integral imaging, a micro object can be optically reconstructed in 3D.
In this paper, we propose a real-time integral imaging system for light field microscopy using the f-number matching method. A preliminary approach with a real-time algorithm was introduced by our group [11, 29] . However, the image quality was not sufficient to permit the 3D shape of a micro object to be examined because of the f-number mismatch between the pickup micro lens array and the display lens array. Furthermore, although the pixel mapping process was done in real-time, the rectification process caused by an alignment problem was time-consuming. As an extension of our previous work, we now present a real-time integral imaging system for LFM. Our proposed system offers a 3D in-vivo experimental environment in real-time so that the experimenter could obtain direct feedback to micro specimen immediately and share 3D images displayed on integral imaging with multiple experimenters and an audience in real-time for educational purposes. We performed simulations and prepared a demonstration with conventional LFM and an integral imaging system. A feasibility test was also done with a living organism Caenorhabditis elegans (c.elegans), which is often used to analyze the connection between animal behaviors and nervous system [30, 31] .
In Section 2, real-time elemental image generation method with f-number matching is introduced and image simulation is also presented. The optical design and experimental setup are then introduced in Section 3. Experimental results for the proposed system with c.elegans are shown in images and in videos in Section 4. Finally this paper ends with the conclusion in Section 5.
Real-time elemental image generation from captured light field with f-number matching

Light field microscopy and integral imaging
As mentioned above, it is possible to reconstruct a 3D image using integral imaging system with the light field captured from LFM. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of our proposed method. The LFM system is composed of an objective lens and a micro lens array located at the image plane of the objective as shown in Fig. 1(a) [22] . The light field cone from one point of the micro object at the focal plane is recorded at the sensor located behind one lens of the micro lens array, while the light fields from the point that is not located at the focal plane is imaged to the pixels behind a number of lenses. Each pixel of each lens contains information regarding the light field with a different direction, which is illustrated by the color in Fig. 1(a) . The aperture of the light field cone is determined by the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective rather than that of the micro lens array. Since it is easier to build one objective lens with a high resolving power than thousands of lenses in a micro lens array, LFM takes advantage of high resolving power of the objective lens [22] . Figure 1(b) shows a 3D reconstruction of an enlarged micro object obtained with an integral imaging system. The integral imaging system consists of a flat display panel and a lens array, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . To reconstruct a 3D image with integral imaging, an elemental image should be generated from the captured light field. In this study, we applied the real-time pixel mapping algorithm proposed by to solve the pseudoscopic problem [9] . By locating captured pixels at the proper position of an elemental image, a real and orthoscopic 3D image can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The observer can also instantly adjust the depth plane of the reconstructed 3D image by changing the parameters of the elemental generation algorithm [9] [10] [11] .
Since the pitch of the display lens array is usually bigger than that of the micro lens array in LFM, a reconstructed 3D image is magnified not only by magnification of the objective but also by the lens array difference. With the assumption that the number of sensor pixels is equal to the number of display pixels, a lateral magnification factor M xy is derived by multiplication of the lens size difference and objective magnification as follows:
where M o is the magnification of objective, p d is the lens pitch of the display lens array and p c is the lens pitch of the micro lens array in the capturing stage.
However, the axial magnification factor M z is determined by the lateral magnification factor and angular resolution. Since the maximum angle of the light field cone is determined by the NA of the objective lens in LFM, the NA of the lenses in the display lens array should be equal to that of objective lens in order to reconstruct right depth information. Here, M z is derived as follows:
where NA d is the NA of the display lens array and NA o is the NA of the objective lens in LFM. In practice, the NA of an individual lens in a display lens array is much lower than the NA of the objective lens. Therefore, depth information of the reconstructed 3D image is distorted unless additional image processing is applied [32].
Real-time elemental image generation method with f-number matching
Micro lens array border
Objective aperture Display lens array NA To reconstruct a 3D image of a micro object without distortion, careful consideration of the fnumber is required. The f-number of a lens (N) is defined as follows:
where f is the focal length and p is the diameter of the lens. As mentioned above, the NAs of the objective and display lens array are usually different, so the f-number of them should be matched by image processing. As mentioned above, in practice, it is much more difficult to make a high NA lens array than to make a high NA objective. Therefore, only a fraction of the captured information can be optically reconstructed as a 3D image. However, expressing the light field of a micro object without distortion is important, in terms of examining the 3D shape of an object, and the f-number matching method can provide right 3D information to experimenters. Figure 2 shows an example of the light field of c.elegans captured by the LFM system. We used a 40 × /0.65 NA objective, a Fresnel Tech. 125 μm micro lens array with 2.5 mm focal length, Olympus BX53T optical microscope and AVT Prosilica GX2300C charge coupled device (CCD) to build LFM system. In Fig. 2 , the red lines indicate the micro lens array border, yellow circles show the circular aperture of the objective, and the sky blue rectangles indicate the region that can be expressed with a typical 1 mm lens array with the 3.3 mm focal length used in integral imaging. Detailed specifications for the implemented system are listed in Table 1 . Due to the mismatch between the image-side f-number of the objective and the f-number of the micro lens array, the outer region of the sensor cannot receive a light field signal [22, 33] , and the circular aperture stop inside the objective lens forms an array of image circles. However, the expressible region is only a small part of the captured light because of another f-number mismatch between the objective and the display lens array as shown in Fig. 2 . Fortunately, the resolution of CCD is usually much greater than the resolution of the display device so that the light field information is enough to generate the elemental image. The resolution of the captured image for a single lens is 31 × 31. However, the display panel pitch is 125 μm and the pitch of the display lens array is 1 mm. Therefore, the resolution of a single elemental image is 8 × 8, so the set of elemental images is generated by undersampling. Therefore, the resolution of the reconstructed 3D image can be improved by cropping wasted regions such as black regions due to the circular aperture before the undersampling process. Nevertheless, the captured light field should be stored for full-resolution post-processing regardless of the elemental image generation method used.
To generate an accurate elemental image from a captured light field, only the sky blue regions in Fig. 2 would be used; otherwise the reconstructed 3D image is distorted in depth. Therefore, the sky blue region should be cropped first. Figure 3 shows the principle of the elemental image generation process with one part of captured light field. Figure 3(b) shows the rearranged image with the cropped images. The pixel mapping algorithm is then applied to the rearranged image to produce a real and orthoscopic 3D image without pseudoscopic problems. As mentioned above, the depth plane can be adjusted by changing the algorithm parameter k in the pixel mapping algorithm [9] [10] [11] .
In this study, we set the parameter k to zero, which is the simplest way to solve the pseudoscopic problem: rotating each elemental image 180 degrees. This method was introduced earlier by Okano et al. in conjunction with a real-time display [1] . However, this algorithm provides only virtual orthoscopic images with the conventional integral imaging pickup system, because the pickup system is capable of capturing 3D objects only behind the lens array [1, 8] . However in the LFM system, the micro lens array captures the light field relayed by the objective lens, and the experimenter can easily adjust the focal plane relayed with the objective lens by moving the stage up and down. Therefore, the use of zero for the algorithm parameter k is the best for the LFM system, because it is not necessary to adjust the depth planes with post processing [34] . Orthoscopic 3D images are obtained as both virtual and real images by rotating each elemental image [11, 29] . Of course, one can apply another value for the parameter k in other cases (e.g. fitting expressible depth range of display system), but we conclude that this rotation method is the optimal for the LFM system. Figure 4 shows the ray-tracing simulation results that were used to verify our proposed elemental image generation method with f-number matching. In the simulation, the practical experiment specification shown in Table 1 is assumed. Three micro objects 'S', 'N', and 'U' are located at distances of 25 μm below, at, and 25 μm above the focal plane, respectively. The object size is 150 μm for all objects and they are located at the center, and a yellow colored incoherent light source is used. Figure 4(a) shows the captured light field from three micro objects using LFM. As expected, the captured light field is composed of circle images caused by the objective aperture. The disparity between nearby lenses is also shown in Fig.  4(a) , so the captured light field contains horizontal and vertical parallax. Figure 4(b) shows the elemental image generated with the pixel mapping algorithm without imaging cropping. As mentioned above, the elemental image is generated by undersampling so that the generated elemental image without image cropping contains waste information such as black regions with limited resolution. With this elemental image, black seams are observed and limited information is available to the observer, as reported in our previous work [29] . Figure  4 (c) shows the rearranged image obtained by cropping the image regions that can be expressed by the display lens array. Outer regions of each lens are essentially removed, but a disparity still exists. Images of nearby lenses contain different light field information, as shown in Fig. 4(c) , and parallax occurs in these reconstructed 3D images as a result of these differences. With the pixel mapping algorithm, an elemental image is generated as shown in Fig. 4(d) . Images in each lens are rotated by 180 degrees, as expected. The processing time for generating an elemental image for one captured light field image is about 0.06 second with a PC (Intel i7 processor with a NVIDIA GTX 470 graphic card). Our implemented system can provide about 16 frames per second (FPS) in real-time with a 2336 × 1752 resolution. This speed is slightly lower than previous applications of the pixel mapping algorithm due to the additional cropping process, but still satisfies real-time conditions [9] [10] [11] . The pixel mapping algorithm was implemented with OpenCV without any GPU processing, so it would be possible to improve the processing time and frame rate by GPU processing. Figure 5 shows the implemented system of our proposed real-time integral imaging system for LFM. An incoherent light source is located at the bottom, transmitted to the micro object, and imaged by a micro lens array. In practice, a relay lens (Canon EF 100 mm f/2.8 Macro USM) is used to image the light field from the micro lens array to the CCD sensor, as shown in Fig. 5 . The captured light field information is transmitted to the PC at a 32 FPS frame rate. Therefore, half of the captured images are used for elemental image generation because the implemented pixel mapping algorithm is capable of providing only about 16 FPS. For integral imaging, a high resolution liquid crystal display (IBM 22 inch 3840 × 2400) and a 1 mm lens array with a 3.3 mm focal length are used, as listed in Table 1 . For real-time characteristics, the alignment of the optic devices is the most important issue, otherwise image rectification is needed, which usually requires much more time than the pixel mapping algorithm. In the proposed system, an optical zig is manufactured to calibrate optical elements as shown in Fig. 5 . The tilted angle of the micro lens array is then aligned with the display, and the lens border and resolution are manually inserted into the elemental image generation code as the initial condition. After being calibrated, the implemented system is robust to external oscillations during an experiment.
Real-time integral imaging system for light field microscopy
Experimental results
With our implemented system, we present real-time integral imaging experiment with LFM. We first verified our LFM system with a moving micro object. Figure 6 (a) shows a captured light field image of c.elegans. The captured image is composed of circular light field images, as expected. Perspective views are extracted from the captured light field image, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . By recording the captured images as a video, perspective view videos can be obtained. Figure 6 (c) shows synchronized perspective view videos extracted from recorded light field images (see Media 1). These results are in agreement with previous studies on LFM, and show that our proposed system is valid [22] [23] [24] . With the captured light field image, we presented an integral imaging experiment. Figure  7 (a) shows the perspective views of reconstructed 3D images with the generated elemental image. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , the developed system provides an orthoscopic 3D image in real-time (see Media 2) . By using this real-time characteristic of the proposed system, realtime 3D experiments can be performed. Figure 7 (b) shows the conceptual experiment for the proposed 3D experiment. The experimenter observes a micro object in 3D and in real-time, and instant feedback with the microscope is possible (See Media 3). Due to the multiple viewpoints of integral imaging, multiple experimenters can share in the microscopic experiment. These experimental results also provide validity for our proposed real-time system. 
Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a real-time integral imaging system for use with an LFM system. We generated elemental images for an integral imaging system from a captured light field with LFM in real-time. We applied an f-number matching method for elemental image generation to reconstruct an undistorted 3D image. Our implemented system is capable of providing real and orthoscopic 3D images of micro objects in 16 FPS. We verified proposed system with experiments using c.elegans. This system could be used for the microscopic experiments for multiple experimenters and observers.
